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Abstract. This paper introduces the planned second LongEval Lab,
part of the CLEF 2024 conference. The aim of the lab’s two tasks is
to give researchers test data for addressing temporal effectiveness per-
sistence challenges in both information retrieval and text classification,
motivated by the fact that model performance degrades as the test data
becomes temporally distant from the training data. LongEval distin-
guishes itself from traditional IR and classification tasks by emphasizing
the evaluation of models designed to mitigate performance drop over
time using evolving data. The second LongEval edition will further en-
gage the IR community and NLP researchers in addressing the crucial
challenge of temporal persistence in models, exploring the factors that
enable or hinder it, and identifying potential solutions along with their
limitations.
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1 Introduction

The second edition of the LongEval CLEF 2024 shared task continues its ex-
ploration of the temporal persistence of Information Retrieval (IR) systems and
Text Classifiers, building upon, and aiming to further, the insights from the first
edition [1]. We extend its focus on evaluating system performance degradation
over time using evolving data, consistent with prior research [4,10,8,3,12].

The previous edition of LongEval reinforced the evidence that the perfor-
mance of information retrieval and classification systems is indeed influenced by
the temporal evolution of data. In this year’s edition, the two tasks, retrieval and
classification, are once again proposed. Task 1, related to Information Retrieval,
deals with the scenario where web documents evolve over time, queries are not
known in advance, relevance judgments are non-binary, and submissions must
provide ranked lists as results. The Task 2 focuses on text classifiers in which
the target classes are predefined while language usage associated with each class
evolves rapidly over time, as in social media.

The goal of the LongEval 2014 lab is to promote the proposal of novel ap-
proaches that can automatically adapt to possible temporal dynamics in textual
data. In doing so, we expect that new approaches will be able to foster time-
insensitive computational retrieval and text classifiers methods. As such, the
expected outcomes from this lab are threefold:

– to draw a deeper understanding of how time impacts IR and classification
systems. The LongEval 2023 results need to be extended to a longer timeline
to be more useful to the research community;

– to assess the effectiveness of different retrieval and classification approaches
in achieving temporal persistence;

– to enable the advancement of computational methods that leverage ageing
labelled datasets, while minimising performance drop over time.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: LongEval-Retrieval is
covered in Section 2.1, while LongEval-Classification is covered in Section 2.2.
Both sections present tasks and provide additional information about the data
and the baselines to be used. Section 3 contains additional information and
guidelines for participants.

2 Description of the Tasks

2.1 Task 1: LongEval-Retrieval

The LongEval Task 1 aims to support the development of Information Retrieval
systems able to face temporal evolution. This task makes use of evolving Web
data, in a way to evaluate retrieval systems longitudinally: the systems are
expected to be persistent in their retrieval efficiency over time. The systems
are evaluated on several collections of documents and queries, corresponding to
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real data acquired from a French Web search engine, Qwant1. The LongEval-
Retrieval evaluation relies on the evaluation of the same IR systems on
three test collections:

– Lag-3 (respectively Lag-12 and Lag-14 collection(s): a test collection acquired
three (respectively twelve and fourteen) months after the last sample from
the train collection

Lessons learned from 2023 37 teams registered for the first edition of the
LongEval Retrieval task, and 14 teams submitted their runs. This number is
quite large for a first edition. Several insights were learned [1]:

– No real proposal was specifically dedicated to cope with the evolution of the
data

– The best approaches rely on large language model query expansion tech-
niques

– The correlation between ranking of systems is similar for short and long lags
– The systems that are the more robust to the evolution of test collection were

not the best performing ones

From these lessons, this year task enlarges the lags between the train and test
collections, and provides three test collections in a way to provide a deeper
understanding of the impact of the data evolution.

Data Globally, the dataset for 2024 is twice the size of 2023, as we use the
train+test data of 2023 as the 2024 train set.

1. The train dataset is composed of 4M documents (in French, translated to
English), as well as 3,000 of queries with associated computed relevance
assessments from a simplified Dynamic Bayesian Network (sDBN) Click
Model [5,6] acquired from real users of the French Qwant search engine.
We will require the participants to not make any use of the assessments
provided on the 2023 collections, but only the data of the 2023 train set.

2. The test collection is composed of three sub-collections: Lag-3, Lag-12 and
Lag-14, corresponding to data acquired at several lags (3, 12 and 14 months
from the last train data). Each of these test collections is similar to the
train set, except that they do no contain any relevance assessments. The
participants are expected to submit runs for each of the three lag collections,
using the same system, i.e. a system trained only on the train dataset.

The total data for this task will be composed of 8 million documents and
6,000 queries, provided by Qwant2. Each document set will have a release time
stamp, with the first set (in chronological order) being the training data.

1 Qwant being mostly used by French speaker, it explains why it is easier to gather
data (user queries and documents) in this language rather than English.

2 Qwant search engine: https://www.qwant.com/

https://www.qwant.com/
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Evaluation The submitted systems will be evaluated in two ways:

1. nDCG scores calculated on each lag test set provided for the sub-tasks.
Such a classical evaluation measure is consistent with Web search, for which
the discount emphasises the ordering of the top results.

2. Relative nDCG Drop (RnD) measured by computing the difference be-
tween nDCG values between Lag-3 and Lag-12 datasets, Lag-3 and Lag-14
datasets as well as between Lag-12 and Lag-14 datasets. Such values will
allow to check the robustness of systems against the evolution of the data.

These measures assess the extent to which systems provide good results, but
also the extent to which they are robust against the data (queries/documents)
evolution along time. Using these evaluation measures, a system that has good
results using nDCG, and also good results according to the RnD measure is
considered to be able to cope with the evolution over time of the Information
Retrieval collection.

2.2 Task 2: LongEval-Classification

Detecting the stance in social media posts is essential [9,11]. Yet, comprehend-
ing the evolution of social media stances over time poses a significant challenge
[4,2], a topic that has gained recent interest in the AI and NLP communities but
remains relatively unexplored. The performance of social media stance classifiers
is intricately linked to temporal shifts in language and evolving societal attitudes
toward the subject matter. In LongEval 2024, social media stance detection, a
multi-label English classification task, takes center stage, surpassing the com-
plexity of the binary sentiment task in LongEval 2023 [1]. Its primary aim is to
assess the persistence of stance detection models in the dynamic landscape of
social media posts.
The LongEval-Classification organizes two sub-tasks.

Sub-task 2.A: Short-term persistence. In this sub-task participants will
develop models which demonstrate performance persistence over short periods
of time, i.e. using test set within 2-3 years apart from the training data.

Sub-task 2.B: Long-term persistence. In this sub-task participants will
develop models which demonstrate performance persistence over longer period of
time, i.e. test set within 4-5 years apart from the training data and also distant
from the short-term test set.

The insights from the first edition of LongEval shed light on text classifiers’
performance drop and highlighted it importance to the research community. To
boost engagement and participation, we will release the collaboration (colab)
platform, data, and starting kit ahead of time. This streamlined access encour-
ages wider involvement from the research community. In the 2024 edition, we
have expanded the dataset, focusing on a three-way classification task for stance
detection. This expansion enriches research opportunities and addresses nuanced
challenges in temporal persistence for text classification and opinion dynamics.
The evolving nature of the task continues to uncover new dimensions in under-
standing temporal persistence and adaptability of text classifiers over time.
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Data In this task, we will make use of, and extend with new annotations, the
Climate Change Twitter dataset [7]. Our primary focus will be on climate change
stance, time of the post (created at), and the textual content of the tweets, which
we will refer to as the CC-SD dataset. This CC-SD is large-scale, covering a
span of 13 years and containing a diverse set of more than 15 million tweets from
various years. Using the BERT model to annotated tweets, the CC-SD stance
labels in three categories: those that express support for the belief in man-made
climate change (believer), those that dispute it (denier), and those that remain
neutral on the topic. The total sum of the categorized tweets over all time span
are as follows: 11,292,424 tweets as believers, 1,191,386 as deniers, and 3,305,601
as neutral, distributed across the timeline. The annotation is performed using
transfer learning with BERT as distant supervision based on another sentiment
climate change dataset 3 and, thus, can be easily manually annotated to improve
its precision using manual annotation. We plan to release data in two phases:

1. In the practice phase, participants will be given (1) a distantly anno-
tated training set sampled from CC-SD (tweet, label) created over a
time interval t. Such data is dedicated for model training, as well as (2)
human-annotated “within time” practice set (tweet, label) from the
same time period t. (3) human-annotated “short time” practice set
(tweet, label) distant from time period t. These two human practice sets are
intended to allow participants to develop their systems before the following
evaluation phase, and will not be used to rank their submissions. All these
resources, including python-based baseline code and evaluation scripts, will
be made available to participating teams upon data release.

2. In the evaluation phase, participants will be provided with three human-
annotated testing sets without their labels (id, tweet): (1) “within time”
acquired during time period t, (2) short-term acquired during a time in-
terval t′ occurring shortly after t (with no intersection between t and t′)
dedicated to evaluate short-term persistence (sub-task 2.A), and (3)
long-term acquired long after t during a time interval t′′ (with no inter-
section between t and t′′) dedicated to evaluate long-term persistence
(sub-task 2.B). Similarly to Task 1, participating teams are required to
provide a performance score for the “within time” test set, even if they are
interested in one of the sub-tasks to calculate persistence metrics, i.e. RPD.

Evaluation Metrics Evaluation metrics for this edition of the task remain con-
sistent with the previous version. All submissions will be assessed using two key
metrics: themacro-averaged F1-score on the corresponding sub-task’s testing
set and the Relative Performance Drop (RPD), calculated by comparing
performance on ”within time” data against results from short- or long-term dis-
tant testing sets. Submissions for each sub-task will be ranked primarily based on
the macro-averaged F1-score. Additionally, a unified score, the weighted-F1,

3 https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/edqian/twitter-climate-change-sentiment-
dataset
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will be computed between the two sub-tasks, encouraging participants to con-
tribute to both for accurate placement on a collective leaderboard and a deeper
analysis of their system’s performance in various settings.

Baseline Participants are expected to propose temporally persistent classifiers
based on state-of-the-art computational methods. The goal is to achieve high
weighted-F1 performance across short and long temporally distant test sets while
maintaining a reasonable RPD when compared to a test set from the same time
period as training. We intend to use BERT4 [7] as a baseline classifier.

3 LongEval Timeline

Information and updates about the LongEval Lab, and the submission guide-
lines, will be communicated mainly through the lab’s website5. The training data
for both tasks will be released in December 2023, and the test data in February
2024. Participant submission deadline is planned for May 2024, with the eval-
uation results to be released in June 2024. During the CLEF 2024 conference,
LongEval will organize a workshop, with participant presentations as well as
invited speakers. The workshop will welcome other submissions on the topic of
temporal persistence that were not part of the shared task.
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